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ABSTRACT
The goal of this paper is to construct an early-life conditions scale that can be utilized to study
later-life mortality and morbidity in historical demographic databases. We identified a sample of
536,850 individuals born between 1849 and 1972 in the Utah Population Database. Variables
include advanced maternal and paternal age, large sibship size, early maternal and paternal death,
high infant mortality rate in county of birth, late birth order, sibling died as an infant, sibling died
as a child, low initial SES, being a twin or other multiple-birth sibling, out-of-wedlock birth, and
short birth interval. Using a quarter sample of 134,213, we performed exploratory factor
analysis. We present results from parallel analysis that suggest the variables consist of four
factors. Factor patterns are also presented. After confirmatory factor analysis on a separate
subsample, the final scale will be used to predict all-cause mortality and suicide hazards with
Cox regression models.

INTRODUCTION
Several early life conditions (ELCS) have been shown to increase mortality risk in later
life (1). Historical demographic databases are one source of data that have been utilized to
examine the risks of ELCS (2). The purpose of this paper is to create a demographic ELCS scale
that might be utilized by such databases, something we have not yet seen in the literature.
Benefits of this continuous scale would include a more finely-grained measure of ELCS
for studying morbidity or mortality, potential standardization across studies, and the
identification of possible commonalities between what may appear to be distinct stressors. This
scale is also anticipated to serve as a prototype for a robust standardized demographic ELCS
scale for use with the Utah Population Database (UPDB). Finally, it is intended to be utilized for
a specific project examining ELCS correlated with later-life suicide risk.
For purposes of this version of the scale, we defined early-life as occurring before age 18,
and later-life as afterwards. We identified thirteen putative early-life stressors that might
reasonably be measured for a large group of cohorts in UPDB. For conceptual simplicity, each
was operationalized as a dichotomous variable, measuring whether the stressor did or did not
occur. These thirteen variables, hypothesized mechanisms, and example empirical literature for
both all-cause mortality and suicide are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. Thirteen early-life stressors, plausible mechanisms linking to later-life mortality, and example literature
Stressor

Plausible Mechanisms

Advanced maternal age
Advanced paternal age
Large sibship size
Early maternal death

Genetic mutation load
Same as above
Maternal depletion, low SES, early "scarring”
Grief and allostatic load, loss of support,
cumulative disadvantage
Same as above
Early "scarring", inflammation, infections

Early paternal death
High infant mortality rate
for county of birth
(exposure to infectious
disease or cumulative
disadvantage)

Example Mortality Literature
All-Cause
Suicide
a
(3-5)
(6, 7)
Same
Same
(2, 8)
(7, 9)
(2, 10, 11)
(12, 13)
Same
(14, 15)

Same
(16-20)

Late birth order
Sibling died as infant
(exposure to infectious
disease or cumulative
disadvantage)

Maternal depletion, loss of bequests
Early "scarring", inflammation, infections

(21, 22)
(14, 15)

(7, 23-25)
(16-18, 20)

Sibling died as child

Grief and allostatic load, loss of support,
cumulative disadvantage
Cumulative disadvantage
Biological programming

(26)

(27)

Low initial SES
(28)
(7, 13, 25)
b
Twin/multiple birth
(29, 30)
(16, 25, 31, 32)
(possible indicator of low
birth weight)
Out-of-wedlock birth
Cumulative disadvantage
(33)
(25)
Short birth interval
Maternal depletion / biological programming (34)
(24, 35)
Notes:
a. Research suggests advanced paternal age may increase risk for suicide, while increased maternal
age may decrease risk.
b. Twins may have lower suicide risk than singletons.
Table adapted from a similar table in the application for NIH grant R01 AG022095 (PI Ken R. Smith).

METHOD
Data came from the Utah Population Database, a database for over seven million unique
individuals from the genealogies of the founders of Utah as and their descendants. This dynamic
database is updated annually using Utah birth, death, driver license, and health records. This
includes over two million Utah birth certificates and around 800,000 death certificates. Access to
the data is administered through the Utah Resource for Genetic and Epidemiologic Research
(RGE). All research requires prior IRB and RGE approval (36).The confidentiality of individuals
represented in these records is maintained based on agreements between RGE and the data
contributors.
We used birth cohorts ranging from 1849 through 1972 (encompassing about 95% of the
key demographic and pedigree cohorts in UPDB with relevant data). Our specific
operationalizations for the thirteen variables are shown in Table 2. Cutoffs for dichotomous
variables were empirically derived using the top or bottom 10th percentile, as appropriate. Each
individual had a known father and mother, at least one sibling, and survived to at least age 18.
After imposing other data requirements necessary for variable construction, we obtained a
sample of 536,850 individuals. Basic descriptive statistics for each stressor are also shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Thirteen early-life variables, our operationalizations, and means and standard deviations
Stressor

Operationalization

Advanced maternal age

Mother’s age at birth in top 10
percentile
th
Father’s age at birth in top 10
percentile
Number of full siblings (including
th
self) in top 10 percentile
Mother died before ego reached
age 18
Father died before ego reached
age 18
th
County IMR in top 10 percentile

Advanced paternal age
Large sibship size
Early maternal death
Early paternal death
High infant mortality rate
(IMR) for county of birth
Late birth order
Sibling died as infant
Sibling died as child
Low initial SES

Twin/multiple birth

Out-of-wedlock birth
Short birth interval

th

th

Birth order in top 10 percentile
At least one sibling died under age
1
At least one sibling died between
age 1 and 18
b
Father’s Nam Powers (NP) Score
from Usual Occupation on Utah
th
Death Certificate in bottom 10
percentile
Ego shares same birth year and
month with at least one maternal
sibling
Parents’ marriage year after ego’s
birth year
Not firstborn, and number of
months since previous sibling’s
th
birth in bottom 10 percentile

a

Cutoff Percentile Value
Used
38 years

Mean
0.116

Std.
Dev
0.320

43 years

0.110

0.313

10 siblings

0.164

0.370

n/a

0.051

0.221

n/a

0.077

0.266

131.39 per 1,000

0.030

0.172

6 child
n/a

th

0.197
0.257

0.398
0.437

n/a

0.162

0.368

NP score of 29

0.103

0.304

n/a

0.028

0.165

n/a

0.004

0.066

16 months

0.082

0.274

Notes:
a. Variables are dichotomous, and thus the mean is also the frequency proportion.
b. Nam Powers score converts occupation, a qualitative measure, to a quantitative SES score ranging from
1-100 (Low to high) (37).

The sample was then divided into three subsamples: two quarter samples of 134,213 each
and one half subsample of 268,424. We plan to utilize the two quarter samples to conduct
exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and the half subsample for validation through confirmatory
factor analysis (CFA). This approach of EFA followed by CFA in a different sample has been
endorsed for scale development (38). The best-fitting model following CFA will then be utilized
for construction of the ELCS scale. We have already conducted preliminary EFA on the first
quarter subsample of 134,213. A Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test for factorability yielded an overall
measure of sampling adequacy (MSA) of 0.68, suggesting that factor analytic methods are
appropriate (38).
Several key decisions are involved in performing EFA (38, 39). One of the most
important decisions is the number of underlying factors to retain—the dimensionality of the data
(39, 40). This is because misspecification of the number of factors tends to severely alter the
factor loadings and structure, while other decisions such as factor extraction type or rotation
method are more robust across various procedures (40).
Parallel Analysis (PA) has been shown to be the most accurate method for determining
the correct number of factors, primarily because it accounts for sampling error (40) and relaxes
the requirement for normally-distributed variables by invoking the Central Limit Theorem (41,
42). It is recommended by journal editors as a preferred method (39, 43). PA compares the
ordered (high to low) eigenvalues from the actual dataset to a null distribution of ordered
eigenvalues randomly generated from datasets with the same variables and number of
observations. If the factor’s actual eigenvalue is greater than the simulated (i.e., the observed
greater than what is expected by chance alone), then that factor is retained. For example, if the
actual eigenvalue for a given factor is greater than the 95th percentile for the simulated factor, it

can be retained with a confidence level of 1-.05 (where .05 is the chosen alpha) (41). For more
details beyond this terse summary, the reader is referred to other sources (40, 41, 44).
We implemented PA in SAS 9.4 using the %PARALLEL macro provided by Kabacoff
(45), the exceptions being we randomized our variables for only two possible values (0 or 1), and
implemented minor aesthetic chart adjustments. We used 5000 iterations and the 95th percentile
of the simulated eigenvalues, which represents a conservative estimate (40) . Next, in order to
determine the general pattern of factor loadings, we performed a principal components analysis
(PCA) via PROC FACTOR.
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
Figure 1 displays the results of our PA in a scree plot, by comparing the actual
eigenvalues to the 95th percentiles of the simulated eigenvalues. The values themselves appear in
Table 3. Note that four factors have actual eigenvalues higher than the simulated 95th percentiles;
therefore, using an alpha=.05, we should retain four factors. The factor pattern resulting from
PCA using four factors is shown in Table 4.

Figure 1. Parallel analysis scree plot

Table 3. Actual vs. 95th percentiles of simulated eigenvalues from parallel analysis with 5000 simulations
th

Factor
95 Percentile of
Position
Actual Eigenvalue
Simulated Eigenvalues
F1
2.276
1.019
F2
1.411
1.015
F3
1.056
1.012
F4
1.013
1.009
F5
1.001
1.006
F6
0.998
1.004
F7
0.973
1.002
F8
0.940
1.000
F9
0.902
0.997
F10
0.813
0.995
F11
0.671
0.993
F12
0.509
0.990
F13
0.436
0.987
Note:
th
Factors where the actual eigenvalues were greater than the 95 percentiles of
the simulated are shaded gray.

Table 4. Factor patterns from principal components analysis with four factors; and explained variance
F1
Factor Patterns
Advanced maternal age
Advanced paternal age
Large sibship size
Early maternal death
Early paternal death
High infant mortality rate for county of birth
Late birth order
Sibling died as infant
Sibling died as child
Low initial SES
Twin/multiple birth
Out-of-wedlock birth
Short birth interval
Variance Explained
Note:
Values greater than .40 are flagged by '*'

F2
.83
.81
.21
.02
.27
-.11
.62
.04
.08
-.06
-.04
-.03
-.18

1.90

*
*

*

F3
.01
.01
.76
.06
-.14
.29
.48
.65
.58
.00
.17
.02
.24

1.76

*

*
*
*

.01
.07
-.05
.29
.53
-.02
.00
.11
-.03
.74
-.02
.12
.35

F4

*

*

1.07

.01
.00
-.05
.64
.10
.41
.00
.01
.12
-.05
.01
-.55
-.36

*
*

*

1.03

NEXT STEPS
We plan to:
1. Finish the first EFA
a. Refine the extraction and rotation methods, and delete unnecessary items as
appropriate
b. Interpret factors
2. Complete EFA on the second subsample
3. Using the remaining half sample, perform CFA with both EFA solutions to verify a final
best solution, and provide appropriate fit indices
4. Use the final solution to create the ELCS score for each individual
5. Link these scores with longevity and suicide data to model all-cause and suicide mortality
hazards with Cox regression models, controlling for potential confounders
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